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Integrated guidance – how to build comprehensive 
career guidance systems with the best of both digital 
and physical approaches



https://www.fda.org.uk/home/Newsandmedia/Features/The-

future-world-of-work.aspx



https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/5d0c8f46-4b4a-11ec-91ac-01aa75ed71a1/language-en


Overarching 
characterization of 
Nordic career guidance
The four COs:

•the acknowledgement of career and 
career guidance as embedded in context;

•community as important resource for 
career guidance;

•co-construction as the defining 
professional approach to career 
guidance; and

•collaboration between policy, research 
and practice across the Nordic countries 
as the usual way in which career 
guidance is developed and managed.

Open access https://brill.com/view/title/57290

https://brill.com/view/title/57290


Legislation
Career Guidance in Schools



Integrated Career Guidance and Career 
Learning

• The development of integrated 
guidance requires careers 
professionals and service 
designers to explore questions of 
what technologies to use and 
how to use them. 

• This includes considering how 
digital learning environments 
should be designed, 
considerations of what the role of 
educators and careers 
professionals are and critically, 
questions about how online 
provision can be symbiotic with 
the activities that take place face-
to-face.

https://www.taylorfrancis.com/chapters/edit/10.4324/9781003213000-13/neither-online-face-face-integrated-career-guidance-ingrid-b%C3%A5rdsdatter-bakke-tristram-hooley
https://nicecjournal.co.uk/index.php/nc/article/view/336


Use instructional design



Start with the learner

What does 
the learner 
need?

What 
content do 
you want to 
cover?

What 
pedagogy is 
appropriate?

What tools 
will help you 
to deliver 
this?



Key questions
• Where are the learners?

• What are you trying to achieve with them?

• What limits are there on what you can do (time, space, skill)?

• What tools do you have to hand?

• What are you going to do with those tools?

• Did it work?



Five general approaches to ICT in 
Guidance



Needs-based blend of support 

• The concept of co-careering defines a professional role 
which is highly compatible with an instructional design 
approach. Careers professionals who seek to co-career with 
the learners that they work with are essentially viewing 
themselves as a resource, that is available for the 
community, but one which co-exists alongside other 
resources that may exist online or elsewhere. This approach 
offers the advantage of allowing diverse learners to access 
the blend of support that meets their needs rather than 
having to make choices between accessing the services that 
are offered through different modes. 

https://nicecjournal.co.uk/index.php/nc/article/view/336




Self service tools



Parallell service: face to face
Adults (from 19 

years old)
Student in upper and secondary school



In summary
• Career matters to your learners. It provides the context for 

learning and is a learning activity in its own right.

• The internet shapes and reframes the way in which we 
develop our careers. 

• We live in an increasingly blended environment. 

• As educators we need to help our learners to increase their 
capacity to learn and manage their careers (online, offline 
and in blended environments). 

• This requires us to engage with the online world in our 
teaching and to develop integrated career learning 
opportunities. 
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